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FLORIDA FISH AND WILDLIFE CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
DIVISION OF LAW ENFORCEMENT 

CAPTIVE WILDLIFE INSPECTIONS FORM 
 

Ref #: FWSW14OFF13916 Inspection Date: 10/9/2014 Time: 1045 Classes:   I      II      III 

County: Hillsbrough Activity:    ESA  ESB  ESC  VRC  ROC  CSP  PPL  PPNC  Rehab  GFL 
 

 

Permittee: Carole Baskin DOB:  6/6/1961 Business Name: Big Cat Rescue, Inc 

Sex:    M   F Phone: (Business)  (Emergency)  

Mailing Address: 12802 Easy Street Facility Address (if different):       

City Tampa State FL Zip 33625 City       State    Zip       

Location Lat/Lon: N  °  .   W  °  .  Email:        
 

 

Inspecting Officer: Inv. II Lar Gregory D800 Person Accompanying:  Carole Baskin 

Reason for Inspection:   Initial   Routine   Complaint   Follow Up   Previous Problems NOT Corrected 

Complaint #: 13916 Nature of complaint: Numerous caging violations listed in narrative section of this report. 
 

 

Citation Issued:     No. (1)       

Warning Issued:     No. (1)       

Violation(s):        

       
 

 

CHECKLIST: (For those marked explain in comments below) 

1). Sufficient perimeter FENCE NOT provided  11). NO Safety entrance for CLASS 1 & 2 wildlife  

2). Enclosures DO NOT MEET/EXCEED caging requirements  12). PERIMETER/BARRIER fences NOT provided  

     If not, provide date of acquisition       13). Complete WRITTEN records NOT kept up to date as required  

3). Animals NOT PERMANENTLY marked - VR, ROC, other  14). FOOD & WATER containers NOT clean  

4). Cage doors NOT key LOCKED  15). Proper DIET not provided per species  

5). Cages, Paddocks, pools appear NOT to have been CLEANED,  16). FOOD SPOILED or CONTAMINATED for any animal  

 RAKED, SCRUBBED, & DISINFECTED within prescribed   17). INSUFFICIENT food & water  

 schedules  18). Transport cages DO NOT MEET transport requirements  

6). Fecal & food waste NOT properly STORED/DISPOSED OF  19). INFANTS/JUVENILES only at this time  

7). Enclosures DO NOT provide adequate surface water drainage  20). ELEPHANT ride without required authorization  

8). Animals DO NOT appear to be HEALTHY (not including  rehab)  21). NO Critical Incident/Disaster Plan  

9). NOT free of wounds, injuries, skin irritations (not incl. rehab)  22). Contact information for contiguous land owners/neighbors NOT in 
Critical Incident/Disaster Plan (Class I possessors) 

 

10). Animals NOT PROVIDED adequate protection from extremes    

     Of Temp  23). CIDP – Part B – NOT on site  

     Of Weather     
 

CURRENT INVENTORY (Species): Inventory not taken.  Felidae Species  
 

 

COMMENTS:  On October 9, 2014, I conducted an ESB, ESC & Wildlife Rehab Inspection at Big Cat Rescue,  located at 12802 
Easy Street, Tampa, Florida.  The purpose of this inspection was to address the issues mentioned in the email complaint 
submitted by  peatmaker@earthlink.net on October 6, 2014.   
 
The first issue listed in the email complaint was that the enclosures at Big Cat Rescue were not securely attached to the 
ground.  All enclosures I inspected on this day were secured to the ground in one form or another and I saw no potential 
safety risk. 
 
The second issue mentioned in the complaint was the use of ties that were less than 9 gauge material.  The only area I 
observed ties being used that were less than 9 gauge material were on the inside rounded corners of some enclosures.  Big 
Cat Rescue placed rounded poles in these locations to prevent the animals from possibly cutting or scrapping their skin as 
they passed by.  These are not structural in nature, therefore, they are not held to the 9 gauge standard. 
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The third issue lists the Cougar identified as Sassyfrass living in “unsanitary conditions and as such is maltreated and 
neglected.”  During heavy rains in South Florida it is not uncommon to have brief times when there is standing water on the 
ground.  This does not last long, and in my opinion has a relatively low health or safety risk.  At the time of my inspection, 
Sassyfrass had a clean, dry enclosure.  According to Carol Baskin, Sassyfrass is an older cougar and is suffering from renal 
failure.  I saw no evidence that Sassyfrass was neglected or maltreated. 
 
The fourth issue listed was Big Cat Rescue using the 2.5 acre open topped enclosure known as “Vacation” to house 
Leopards or Jaguars.  Big Cat Rescue was issued a written warning by Lt. Steve DeLacure for this on October 2.  They have 
since stopped housing Leopards or Jaguars in this enclosure.  A significant portion of this enclosure did have some standing 
water on it, however, there was an equally large portion that was dry. 
 
The last issue lists people breeching the barrior with full grown animals and taking selfies.  This is not an acceptable practice 
at Big Cat Rescue and is strictly enforced by its employees/volunteers. 
 
Listed below is the email complaint submitted by peatmaker@earthlink.net. 
 
 

I am writing with the following complaints against Big Cat Rescue.  Per Carol Baskin's own claims "Dangerous 

Leopard" that could of escaped and BCR is risking  the public safety.  Also the unsafe & unsanitary condition 

which threatens  the public safety, treatment and neglect of such wildlife.   I feel FWC must act immediately to 

protect the public and the wildlife. 

 

The photos were taken October, 2014 to support these complaints can be downloaded with the following 

information: 

 

http://dadecityzoophotos.photoshelter.com/gallery/usda/G0000hv9_IUdDhLQ 

Password:  USDA10-14 

 

68A-6.003 (1) (b) Facility and Structural Caging Requirement for Class I, II and III Wildlife.   

 

As you can clearly see these cages are not secured to the ground.  Also the ties to the post are not 9 gage 

material.  These ties have a history of being eaten by squirrels in which they break and pop off exposing the 

cage to breach. 

 

There are pictures that show cages half if not covered in standing water as this is shows these cages are a threat 

from flooding which creates a real possability for erosion and possible escape as the cages are not secured at 

ground level. 

 

68A-6.004  (4) (2) (a-b-c)  Standard Caging Requirements for Captive Wildlife. 

 

Leopards are considered one of the most dangerous animals due to their speed, strength and agility.  In the 

florida environment if a leopard was to escape it would be one of the most dangerous animals to the public and 

would also create a nightmare in capture.  Their ability to climb and hide would make them extremely hard to 

capture, especially as they can jump from a tree limb to another tree and escape high off the ground not just 

from ground level.  Folaige in the trees would also hinder sightings and capture. 

 

Leopards and Jaguars should not be in open top cages.  USDA also considers cougars, jaguars and leopards not 

qualify for open top cages because of  their performance standards this would not be adequate. 

 

Per Carol Baskins, Founder of Big Cat Rescue letter sent to USDA on May 8, 2006 she states that "Leopards 

are the most dangerous of all the cat species due to their much higher level of intelligence". 
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68A-6.0023  (1)  General Regulations Governing Possession of Captive Wildlife; Public Contact; Transfer of 

Wildlife and Record Keeping Requirements. 

 

(1) No person shall maintain captive wildlife in any unsafe or unsanitary condition, or in a manner which results 

in threats to the public safety, or the maltreatment or neglect of such wildlife. 

 

1)  As pictures the Cougar identified as "Sassyfrass" DOB 1-1-98 (Owner killed by Lion) clearly is not kept in 

an unsanitary condition and as such is maltreated and neglected.   

 

The cougar is fully matted over its entire body from muck.  As pictured the cougar was not provided a clean and 

dry night house as the inside is submerged below ground level and as the water rose (as indicated in the pictures 

of the water lines and wash areas from leave dispersement etc.)  As you can clearly see the water has rescended 

but the cougar is still soaking wet all from its belly to its back.   

 

You can also see other cages that are so overgrown that you can not clean property or maintain the health of the 

animal.  You can not also see venomous snakes, wildlife or rodents within the cage that might be putting the 

animal at risk.  Big Cat Rescue in their own statements to FWC that they have a problem with rabid animals that 

they can not contain, as such if they were inside the cage they would not be aware.   

 

There are pictures that show cages half if not covered in standing water as this is shows these cages are a threat 

from flooding which creates a real risk of contamination and health issues for the cats.  It also causes extreme 

alarm of what will happen if a real disaster like a hurricane happens if these animals will survive or die a 

horrible dealth of drowning. 

 

These are deployable conditions for anyone especially someone who benefits off the animals and has millions in 

escrow to provide better for this animal.  BCR claims to be experts in the field but clearly continues to show 

their inexperience and that they are profit driven.  The animal is not their priority.   

 

2)  There is also a picture of another cougar who's cage is half submerged in water as this is also inadequate care 

of       the animal breeding mosquitoes and parasites. 

 

3) there new vacation cage is submerged underwater. 

 

4)  Also included are pictures of people breeching the barrior with full grown animals and taking selfies. 
 
 
 
 

 

Not available at the time of reproduction  License Holder/Owner  Lar Gregopry D800 
Recipient  Recipient Title  Inspecting Officer 
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